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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Welcome to ColorPlay
Color Kinetics® ColorPlay® is the light show authoring program for 
Color Kinetics lights. ColorPlay allows you to move beyond pre-
programmed effects and lets you design your own custom shows.

ColorPlay gives you complete control of your Color Kinetics lights, 
allowing you to tap into the limitless possibilities of color and lighting 
effects.

With ColorPlay you can:

• Create original light shows for your Color Kinetics lights.
• Run test simulations of your light shows, on-screen, “live”on a 

network of light fixtures, or on CAST Lighting’s WYSIWYG 
rendering software.

• Download light shows to a controller.
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What is a ColorPlay Light Show?
A light show is a set of commands that tells your lights what to do and 
when to do it. A ColorPlay light show can be as simple as one light 
that displays a single color or it can involve dozens of different lights, 
each with its own unique effect or layers of effects.

There are two main ingredients in every ColorPlay light show: Lights 
and Effects. Using Mapping and Timeline Editor, you can add lights 
to the show and assign effects to each light. Take a look at Chapter 8, 
Tutorial, for a hands-on lesson in designing a ColorPlay light show.

DMX512
Light shows designed with ColorPlay are fully DMX512-compatible 
for use with all Color Kinetics professional lights.

Traditionally, in order to design a DMX light show you needed to 
have a lighting control console and highly specialized knowledge of 
the DMX512 protocol. Now, you can use ColorPlay’s intuitive, drag-
and-drop interface to design professional quality, DMX-compatible 
shows right on your computer.

About this Guide
This user guide contains detailed information about all ColorPlay 
features and commands. It includes step-by-step procedures for using 
ColorPlay on select Macintosh and Windows platforms.

This guide assumes you have a basic working knowledge of your 
operating system, including using a mouse, selecting items in menus 
and dialog boxes, and opening and closing files. For information 
about these and other basic techniques, refer to the documentation 
for your operating system.

Contact Color Kinetics Technical support, if you experience problems 
with ColorPlay software; phone: 617-423-9999, email: 
sw_support@colorkinetics.com, web: support.colorkinetics.com
6
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CHAPTER 2

INSTALLATION

ColorPlay works with iPlayer 2, a multi-show storage and playback 
device. This chapter describes how to install ColorPlay software and 
the iPlayer 2 drivers on select Windows and Macintosh computer 
systems.

Before you install the ColorPlay software, close all running 
applications, disable virus protection, and ensure your computer has 
enough memory and free disk space.

System Requirements

Windows • Windows 98 2nd edition, ME, 2000, XP
• 128 MB RAM
• 35 MB free disk space

Macintosh • MacOS 10.1.3 or greater
• 128 MB RAM
• 5 MB free disk space
7
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Installing ColorPlay for Windows
To install ColorPlay for Windows
1. Insert the ColorPlay Software CD into the CD ROM drive. The ColorPlay 

Setup window appears. At the INSTALL COLORPLAY? prompt, click OK.

2. The installer launches and the installation INTRODUCTION appears. Click next 
to proceed with the installation.
8
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3.  After reading the license agreement, select I ACCEPT TERMS OF THE LICENSE 
AGREEMENT and click NEXT. The CHOOSE INSTALL FOLDER window appears. 

4. When the CHOOSE INSTALL FOLDER window appears, accept the default 
location: c:\Program Files\Color Kinetics\ColorPlay, or 
click CHOOSE to make your own selection. After selecting the folder 
location, click NEXT.
9
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5. Review the PRE-INSTALLATION SUMMARY information and click INSTALL.

6. The installation begins. You can cancel at anytime during the installation.
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7. The INSTALL COMPLETE screen appears once the installation is finished. Click 
DONE to quit the installer. 

Installation is complete. If you have already installed the iPlayer 2 
drivers, you are ready to run ColorPlay and begin creating light 
shows. If not, proceed to Installing iPlayer 2 Drivers for Windows on 
page 12.

Installing ColorPlay for Macintosh OS X
To install ColorPlay for Macintosh
1. Insert the ColorPlay Software CD into the CD ROM drive.

2.Copy the ColorPlay application by dragging it from the CD ROM 
to the Application folder on your hard disk.

3.Mac OS X does the rest of the installation for you. For easy access 
you may also want to drag a copy of ColorPlay from you 
Application folder into your Dock. 

4. If you have already installed the iPlayer 2 drivers, you are now 
ready to run ColorPlay and begin creating light shows. If not, 
proceed to Installing iPlayer 2 Drivers for Macintosh OS X on page 13.
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Installing iPlayer 2 Drivers for Windows
The following instructions will guide you through the task of installing 
the iPlayer 2 Pre-Config drivers and the DMX Interface drivers. Driver 
installation varies from system to system, therefore you may see subtle 
differences in your installation.

Follow the instructions to install the drivers for your iPlayer 2.

Note: Do not click CANCEL or SKIP at any time during the installation. 
Doing so will prevent your driver from being properly installed on 
your computer.

To install iPlayer 2 Drivers for Windows
1. Insert the ColorPlay CD into the CD-ROM drive and click NEXT. After you 

attach the iPlayer 2 to your computer, Windows will detect new hardware 
and launch the NEW HARDWARE WIZARD. 

2. Select the recommended option to have wizard search for and install the 
best driver for your device and click NEXT.

3. Windows will search for the driver software. Select CD-ROM DRIVE if 
prompted and click NEXT. 

Note: Windows XP will prompt you to select the best match from 
a list of drivers. After selecting the driver and clicking next, you 
will receive a warning that the drivers are not signed. Click 
continue anyway.

4. When Windows completes the driver installation, click FINISH. The NEW 
HARDWARE WIZARD then guides you through the installation of the DMX 
Interface drivers following the steps above. 
12
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Installing iPlayer 2 Drivers for Macintosh OS X
The following instructions will guide you through the task of installing 
the iPlayer 2.

After physically attaching iPlayer 2 with USB, follow the instructions 
to install the drivers.

To install iPlayer 2 Drivers for Mackintosh OS X
1. Insert the ColorPlay CD into the CD-ROM drive.
2. Double click Install CK Drivers.pkg on the ColorPlay CD.
3. You will be prompted for an Administrator password to continue. Enter 

your user NAME and PASSWORD and click OK.
4. The COLOR KINETICS DEVICE DRIVERS information screen will appear. Click 

CONTINUE to proceed with the installation.
5. After reading the SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT click CONTINUE. You will be 

prompted to agree to the terms of the software license agreement. Click 
AGREE to continue.

6. From the SELECT A DESTINATION screen, select the hard drive where Mac OS X 
is installed and click CONTINUE.

7. Click INSTALL from the EASY INSTALL screen. Before the installation begins, you 
will receive the prompt: “Installing this software requires you to restart 
your computer when the installation is done. Are you sure you want to 
install the software now?” Click CONTINUE INSTALLATION.

8. When the installation is complete, click RESTART. 
13
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CHAPTER 3

COLORPLAY BASICS

Starting ColorPlay
To start ColorPlay in Windows

Choose START>PROGRAMS>COLOR KINETICS>COLORPLAY

To start ColorPlay in Macintosh

Double-click the ColorPlay icon in the APPLICATION folder.

Hint: You can drag a shortcut to ColorPlay into your desktop for faster 
access.

Exploring ColorPlay Environment
ColorPlay is comprised of three main work spaces: Mapping, 
Timeline Editor, and Download. This section of the user guide will 
familiarize you with the different areas, introduce you to the general 
commands and preferences, and help you understand the 
terminology used throughout the guide. 
15
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Mapping
When you launch ColorPlay, the mapping screen appears. To access 
MAPPING from other screens select TASK>MAPPING from the menu bar. 
After you have set up your lights and assigned effects, you can run an 
on-screen simulated light show or a live show on your lights. This 
feature lets you view and test your show as you go.

LIGHT PALETTE - Expand folders by clicking on the handle
- Select lights that match your application
- Drag and drop the lights to the mapping grid

MAPPING GRID AND 
SIMULATION SCREEN

- Drop lights from the light palette
- Click and drag lights to position them
- Click light to highlight
- Shift + Click to highlight multiple lights
- Double click to show properties
- On screen simulations of effects assigned on the 
Timeline Editor.

- Display colors on the light icons during simulation.
16



COLORPLAY BASICS
PLAYBACK CONTROLS - View and navigate through your light show using 
Play, Pause, Stop, Re-wind, Fast Forward, or the 
Show Playhead slider

LOOP - Restarts current show when finished

TEST MODE - Enables single light diagnostics
Lights must be attached and controller selected to 
enable this option.

LIVE PLAY CONTROLS - Simulates the current show on physical lights
Lights must be attached and controller selected to 
enable this option

SELECT CONTROLLER - Select your controller

MAPPING TOOLS

Properties - Rename the light
- Change the light number or DMX addresses

Duplicate - Duplicate a given number of lights
- Assign a starting DMX address
- Select the alignment of the duplicated lights

Create Group - Create and name a group of lights

Edit Groups - Add or remove lights and groups
- Move lights within groups
17



CHAPTER 3
Timeline Editor
After you have placed and edited your lights on the Mapping grid, 
you are ready to begin assigning effects to the lights. Select 
TASK>TIMELINE EDITOR from the menu bar.

TIMELINE EDITOR - Add and customize effects for your lights

EFFECTS PALETTE - Select desired effects for your application
- Drag and drop the effect to the timeline next to the 
light

EFFECTS PROPERTIES - Set individual properties for the selected effect

LIGHTS AND GROUPS - Displays lights and groups set-up in Mapping

VIEW TOOLS - Zoom in and zoom out
- Set snap grid

DRAG ARROW - Click and drag to extend the time-length of the 
effect
18
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Download

Download lets you store and manage the shows on your lighting 
controller.    

SHOW INFORMATION - Displays values to aid in show management

SELECT CONTROLLER - Select your controller and port

SHOW CONTROLS

Download - Download current show to controller

Play - Put controller in Play mode 

Status/info - Check controller status and show comment

Import - Download a pre-saved DMX file to the controller

Delete - Delete selected show

Trigger - Edit triggers on the controller

File manager - Display and manage stored shows
19
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Menus

From the drop-down menus you can access all ColorPlay commands.

FILE MENU ALLOWS YOU TO

New - Create a new ColorPlay show

Open... - Open an existing ColorPlay show

Open Recent - Select from recently opened shows

Open Map Only... - Open only the mapping properties of an existing 
file.
Note: Convenient tool when writing multiple 
shows for the same installation.

Save - Save an open file in ColorPlay format

Save as... - Save an open ColorPlay show file to another name 
or location

Save DMX Data as - Save your show in DMX format

Print - Print information from the currently displayed 
screen

Quit - Close ColorPlay
Note: Quit is located in ColorPlay Application 
Menu on Mac OS X
20
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EDIT MENU

Undo - Undo the last command

Redo - Redo the last Undo

Cut - Remove selected information and copy it to the 
clipboard 

Copy - Copy selected information to the clipboard

Paste - Insert information from the clipboard

Clear - Remove selected information

Duplicate... - Repeat selected information

Select - Make multiple, controlled selections

Preferences... - Customize ColorPlay appearance and actions
Note: Perferences is located in ColorPlay 
Application Menu on MacOS X

TASK MENU

Mapping - Add lights to your ColorPlay show

Timeline Editor - Assign customized effects to your lights

Download - Store to and play from your controller

HELP MENU

About ColorPlay... - View information about your ColorPlay software
Note: About ColorPlay... is located in ColorPlay 
Application Menu on MacOS X

Register Online - Register your copy of ColorPlay at the Color 
Kinetics web site.
21
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Working With ColorPlay

Using Tooltips
Tooltips appear when you hold the pointer over certain buttons or 
commands. 

You can turn tooltips on or off in the Edit Preferences dialog box. 

Using Hot Keys
Hot Keys give you quick access to commonly used ColorPlay 
commands.

Press F1 for a complete list of ColorPlay Hot Keys.
22
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Editing ColorPlay Preferences
Preferences are the default values that automatically apply when a 
feature, command, or a tool is used. ColorPlay lets you customize the 
values to meet your individual preferences.

To launch the Preferences dialog box, CHOOSE EDIT>PREFERENCES... 

ColorPlay preferences are organized into five groups represented by 
tabs: General, Mapping, Timeline, and Download. Click on the tab 
to access the group variables.

Click OK to apply and save your changes or RESET to restore the default 
settings. The next time you start ColorPlay, it will automatically load 
your preferences.

Preferences

GENERAL

Enable Tool Tips - Use the checkbox to enable or disable the 
tool tips
23
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MAPPING

Undo Levels - Enter the number of undo/redo levels

Grid Size - Enter a size for the Mapping Grid

Enable Snap to Grid - Use the checkbox to enable or disable snap 
grid.   

Show Map Grid - Use the checkbox to show or hide the grid.

Show Light DMX Address - Use the checkbox to show or hide the light 
DMX addresses

New DMX Address - Select the way ColorPlay assigns new DMX 
addresses to lights as you add them to the 
Mapping grid
NEXT AVAILABLE: New light will get the first 
sequential address
FIRST AVAILABLE: New light will get the first 
available address. 

TIMELINE

Undo Levels - Enter the number of undo/redo levels

Snap Grid Value (seconds) - Enter a value in seconds for the snap grid

Snap to Grid - Use the checkbox to show or hide grid.

Timeline Units - Choose how you want the timeline units to be 
displayed

Custom Palette - Customize the default color palette by 
clicking on a color and replacing it with a 
new color.

DOWNLOAD

Enable Show Compression - Use the checkbox to enable or disable 
automatic compression

Preferences
24
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CHAPTER 4

MAPPING

The first step in creating a light show with ColorPlay is to map your 
lights. Use the MAPPING GRID to create a general representation of your 
lights - the type, amount, and arrangement. 

Note: Before you begin creating shows with ColorPlay, your 
light fixtures must be physically addressed according to your 
lighting design plan. In ColorPlay mapping, you create a 
virtual representation of your physical layout. Refer to the 
User Guide for your light fixtures for detailed addressing 
instructions.

This chapter will guide you through the process of mapping your 
lights. You will learn to edit light properties, duplicate lights, create 
light groups, and edit the groups. 

To display the Mapping screen

When launched, ColorPlay defaults to the mapping screen. To access 
the mapping screen from other areas choose TASK>MAPPING.
25
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Mapping Lights
Mapping your lights is as easy as dragging and dropping light icons 
from the LIGHT PALETTE to the MAPPING GRID then configuring them to 
correspond to your actual lights. The lights in the palette are 
organized by product type.

Note: The mapping grid is a visualization tool, therefore, 
exact placement is not necessary. However, to ensure that the 
light show you create on-screen has the same appearance on 
your physical lights, the light numbers and DMX addresses of 
the mapped lights must correspond with the actual lights.

To add lights

From the LIGHT PALETTE, click a light icon, drag and drop it into the 
MAPPING GRID. Continue dragging and dropping lights or use the 
DUPLICATE command to quickly set multiple lights of the same type.

ColorPlay will automatically assign the next available light number, 
comprising three DMX channels, to each mapped light icon.

Map a light to correspond to each light number used in your layout, 
not necessarily the actual number of fixtures, for example: if ten Color 
Kinetics lights are located together in a group, and all are set to the 
same DMX light number, then only one fixture icon will need to be 
mapped.

To delete lights

Click on a light in the grid, and choose EDIT>CLEAR.

Note: When you delete a light from the Mapping grid, you 
permanently delete any group information for that light. For 
example, if you delete a light that is a member of a group, 
and then undo the deletion, the light will no longer be a 
member of that group.
26



MAPPING
Working with Mapping Tools
The MAPPING buttons, located in the lower left portion of the screen, lets 
you configure your mapped lights. Understanding and utilizing these 
configuration tools provides maximum capability and customization 
of your lights.

It is necessary to select a light, to enable all of the configuration 
options. 

To select lights

• Click on a light in the grid to select it. Selected lights will appear 
highlighted.

• Shift + click or drag a rectangle around the lights to select multiple 
lights.

Note: When editing properties or duplicating, only one light 
can be selected. When creating groups, select multiple lights 
for that group.

Properties
Use the PROPERTIES tool to change the default name, and to set light 
number and DMX channel number for the selected light. Select a light 
in the grid and click PROPERTIES to access the LIGHT PROPERTIES dialog box.
27
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To name a light

Each light you set in the mapping grids receives a default name 
based on the type of light and sequential placement of the light. To 
change the default name, enter a new name in the LIGHT NAME field.

To set the Light Number and DMX Channel Number

The PROPERTIES DIALOG gives you the option to identify your light by 
entering the LIGHT NUMBER or the DMX CHANNEL NUMBER. These numbers are 
linked; therefore, if you enter the LIGHT NUMBER, the equivalent DMX 
CHANNEL NUMBER displays and vice-versa. 

Select the RADIO BUTTON next the number to change. Enter a number in 
that field. Click OK to accept property changes.

Understanding Light Numbers and DMX Channel 
Numbers
Each Color Kinetics light has a DMX channel number, also called a 
DMX address, which is typically set when the light is installed. The 
DMX Channel Number you assign to the light in ColorPlay must 
match the DMX Address on the light itself. (See Appendix A, DMX 
Address Table, or refer to the documentation that came with your 
lights for more information.)

Note: Make sure the DMX Channel Number matches the 
DMX Address setting on the light.

Since Color Kinetics lights each use three sequential DMX channels, 
(one for red, one for green, and one for blue,) the DMX Channel 
Number indicates the first of three consecutive DMX channels that the 
light receives. For example, a light set to DMX Channel Number 1 
listens to channels 1, 2, and 3.

As you add lights to the grid, ColorPlay automatically assigns each 
light the next available Light Number and DMX Channel Number. 
The default DMX Channel Numbers for lights in the Mapping screen 
always increase by increments of three. For example, light number 1 
will be assigned DMX Channel Number 1; light number 2 gets DMX 
Channel Number 4; light number 3 gets DMX Channel Number 7; 
and so on.
28
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Duplicating Lights

The Duplicate command lets you quickly add multiple lights of the 
same type. 

To duplicate a light

1.Select a light in the grid and choose EDIT>DUPLICATE, or click the 
DUPLICATE button. This opens the DUPLICATE LIGHT dialog box.

2.In the NUMBER TO PLACE field, enter the number of duplicates to place 
in the grid.

3.In the START WITH DMX ADDRESS field, enter the DMX address for the first 
duplicate. (By default, ColorPlay assigns the next available 
address to each new light.)

4.Select an alignment for the new lights. For example, if you want the 
new lights to be placed in a row to the right of the original, set the 
ALIGNMENT option to RIGHT.

Note: The grid coordinates are fixed, with the origin of the 
mapping grid in the upper left corner. When duplicating 
lights up or left, you are limited by the grid frame which 
represents the origin of the mapping panel. However, when 
duplicating right or down, you are not limited.

5.Click OK to place the duplicated lights in the grid.
29
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Grouping Lights

After you place your lights in the grid and set their names and 
addresses, you can organize them into groups. This is particularly 
useful if you have multiple lights that perform the same function. For 
example, if you have ten iColor Cove lights along a hallway, you can 
assign them to a group called “Hall Coves.” Later, when you’re 
adding effects in the Timeline Editor, you can add one effect to the 
entire Hall Coves group instead of adding the same effect to each 
individual light.

Lights can belong to multiple groups. For example, a C-200 over a 
doorway could belong to the “Main Room” group, and also belong 
to the “Exit” group.

Groups can also contain other groups. For example, if your hallway 
has iColor Cove lights running down both sides, you might have two 
groups called “Hallway Left” and “Hallway Right.” A third group 
called “Hallway Lights” could contain the Left and Right groups. If you 
later make changes to the lights in the Left group, you won't need to 
do anything to the “Hallway Lights” group; the changes will 
propagate automatically.

To create a new group

1.In the MAPPING screen, select the lights that you want to include in 
the group, and click CREATE GROUP.

2.Enter a name for the new group, and click OK.
30
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Edit Groups

When you create a group, it is added to your current mapping. Using 
the EDIT GROUPS tool, you can add, edit, rename, and remove groups in 
your current session. The GROUP EDITOR lets you combine groups, nest 
groups, and re-arrange the order of lights within groups.

Add Group

1.Click EDIT GROUPS to open the GROUPS dialog box. 
2.To create a new group click the ADD GROUP button. At the prompt 

enter a new group name and click OK. 
3.The GROUP EDITOR dialog appears. To add lights or other groups to 

the new group, select a light or group in the right column and click 
ADD TO GROUP.
The light, or group, is added to the new group listed in the left column. 

4.Click DONE to save your changes and close the GROUP EDITOR. 
31
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Edit Group

1.In the GROUPS dialog box, select a group and click EDIT GROUP.
2.The GROUP EDITOR appears, displaying the selected group on the left, 

and all groups and lights on the right.
3.Edit the group as follows:

– To add lights to the group, select a light or group from the list on the 
right and click ADD TO GROUP.

– To remove lights from the group, select a light or group from the list on 
the left and click REMOVE FROM GROUP.

– To change the order of groups, select a light from the list on the left and 
click MOVE UP or MOVE DOWN.

Note: For the rainbow effects, the order of the lights within the 
group determines how the effects will be displayed.

4.Click DONE to save your changes and close the GROUP EDITOR.

Rename group

1.In the GROUPS dialog box, select a group and click RENAME GROUP.
2.When prompted, enter a new name for the group, and click OK.
32
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Remove group

1.In the GROUPS dialog box, select a group and click REMOVE GROUP.
2.Click DONE to exit the groups dialog box.

Printing the Mapping Grid

To print the Mapping grid

1.Choose TASK>MAPPING to display the MAPPING screen.
2.In the MAPPING screen, choose FILE>PRINT.

Note: This feature works best with PostScript printer drivers.

Using the Hand Tool
The HAND tool helps you pan the mapping grid. With the 
cursor over the mapping grid, hold down the CONTROL key and 
click the left mouse button. The cursor changes to a hand 
icon. Continue to hold down the control key as you drag the 
hand across the mapping grid.

Note: Panning is available when the mapped lights extend 
off the visible mapping area.

Saving your work
Once you have completed mapping your lights, save your work. 
Choose FILE>SAVE AS. When the SAVE SHOW FILE dialog box appears, 
enter a unique name in the FILE NAME field, and choose a location from 
the SAVE IN field. The file saves with a show extension. 

Now you are ready to assign effects to your lights, as explained in 
the next chapter, Timeline Editor.
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CHAPTER 5

TIMELINE EDITOR

Now that you have mapped your lights in the MAPPING GRID, the next 
step in creating a show is to add effects using the TIMELINE EDITOR. The 
TIMELINE EDITOR lets you add effects to individual lights and groups, 
and edit effect properties to create a custom show for your Color 
Kinetics lights.

To display the Timeline Editor

To access the TIMELINE EDITOR choose TASK>TIMELINE EDITOR.
35
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Assigning Effects to Lights
Each light corresponds to a row in the timeline - groups listed first 
followed by individual lights listed sequentially by light number. To 
assign an effect to a specific light or group, place the effect in the row 
that corresponds to the light.

To assign an effect

• Click and drag a desired effect from the EFFECT PALETTE to the 
timeline next to a light or group. An effect block will appear in the 
timeline. 
Keep the following points in mind when you add effects to the 
timeline:
– Effects cannot overlap in the timeline.
– Gaps or blank spaces between effects in the timeline will not 

cause the light to turn off. Instead, the light will continue 
displaying the last color that was sent to it, until it receives a new 
color or effect.

– A quick way to add one effect to multiple lights is to organize 
your lights into groups. (See Grouping Lights on page 30 for 
details.)

– You can add stacked effects to the same light by creating 
duplicate lights or groups and setting the priorities of the effect. 
(See page 58 for details.)

Setting start time and duration of Effects
Each effect has a start time and a duration, which determines when 
the effect begins and how long it lasts. The left edge of the effect 
block represents the start time, which is established by the position of 
the block. The right edge represents the end time, which establishes 
the duration.

There are two ways to edit these settings: move and stretch the effect 
to the desired start position and duration, or enter a specific start time 
and duration in the EDIT EFFECT PLACEMENT dialog box.
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To move and stretch effect placements

1. Click inside the effect block. When the move arrow appears, drag 
the effect block until its left edge is positioned at the desired start 
time in the timeline. 

2. Click the right edge of the effect block. When the double arrow 
appears, drag to stretch the effect box until it reaches the desired 
duration.

To edit the effect placement

1. Double-click on an effect in the timeline. This opens the EDIT EFFECT 
PARAMETERS dialog box.

2. Type a start time and duration for the effect, and click OK.
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Working with Effects

You can use the EDIT menu commands to CUT, COPY, PASTE, and 
DUPLICATE one or more effects in the timeline.

Selecting Individual Effects
• Click on an effect in the timeline to select it.

Selected effects in the timeline are shown with a red outline; 
otherwise, effects are shown with a blue outline.

Selecting Multiple Effects
To select multiple effects in the timeline, do one of the following:

• Shift + click to select multiple effects.
• Choose EDIT>SELECT>ALL to select all effects in the Timeline.
• Select an individual effect, then choose EDIT>SELECT>RIGHT OF 

SELECTION to select all effects to the right of the selected effect, in 
that row of the timeline.

• Choose EDIT>SELECT>ALL AFTER TIME to select all effects that start after 
a defined time. At the prompt, enter the time in seconds.

Editing Effects
Double-click an effect in the timeline to change the effect type, start 
time, or duration in the EDIT EFFECTS PARAMETERS dialog box.
38
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Applying Effects to Multiple Lights
You can RESIZE an effect in the timeline to apply it to multiple lights and 
groups. Click the right edge of the effects block. When the double 
arrow appears, drag it up or down to place it in multiple lights or 
groups.

You can also copy and paste effects to multiple lights. Select the effect 
and choose EDIT>COPY. This copies the selected effect and it’s property 
settings to the clipboard. Drag the CLIPBOARD icon, located at the 
bottom of the light palette, to the timeline next to a light. 

Both the RESIZE and the COPY>PASTE FROM CLIPBOARD methods create 
exact copies of the effect and the priorities assigned to the effect.   

Cutting, Copying, and Clearing Effects
• Choose EDIT>CUT to remove the selected effect and place a copy on 

the clipboard.
• Choose EDIT>COPY to place a copy of the selected effect on the 

clipboard.
• Choose EDIT>CLEAR to remove the selected effect.

Pasting Effects
To paste an effect that has been copied to the clipboard, drag it from 
the CLIPBOARD EFFECT at the bottom of the EFFECTS PALETTE to the timeline. 
Or choose EDIT>PASTE to place the copied effect to the timeline. 
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Duplicating Effects
When you duplicate an effect, you can specify how many copies to 
make, and how to space them in the timeline where the original 
resides. 

1. Select an effect in the timeline, and choose EDIT>DUPLICATE. This 
opens the DUPLICATE EFFECTS dialog box.

2. Enter the NUMBER OF TIMES and SPACING options. For example, to 
make four duplicates of an effect that has a 3 second duration, set 
the NUMBER OF TIMES FIELD to 4, and the SPACING field to 3. 

Note: Using the duplicate command copies effects within 
the timeline for one light, and will not duplicate to other 
lights. The spacing field must be set to a number equal to, 
or larger, than the duration of the effect being copied; for 
example: If you are coping an effect that is 5 seconds long, 
you must enter the number 5 or greater in the spacing field. 
If not, the duplicate command will fail because any number 
smaller than 5 will cause the effect to overlap, and effects 
cannot overlap.

3. Click OK.
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Editing Effect Properties
When an effect is selected, its effect properties are displayed in the 
lower-left corner of the TIMELINE EDITOR, in the EFFECT PROPERTIES area. 
Editing the effect properties lets you customize your light show. 

The following sections describe the PRIORITY and COLOR properties, 
which every effect uses. All other properties are described in A List of 
Effects and their Properties on page 43.

Priority
Every effect has a PRIORITY property which is only effective when more 
than one effect is assigned to a light at the same time duration. There 
are two ways to assign multiple effects to a light:

• Create a group of lights in the MAPPING grid, and apply effects to 
both an individual light and the group that contains the light. (See 
Grouping Lights on page 30 for details.)

• Create a duplicate of a light in the Timeline, and apply effects to 
both the original and the duplicate. (See Adding Stacked Effects to 
the Same Light on page 58 for details.)

When a light has multiple effects assigned to it for all or part of the 
same time duration, use the PRIORITY setting to specify which effect 
dominates.

To set an effect’s Priority

1. Select the effect in the timeline.
2. In the EFFECT PROPERTIES area, enter a PRIORITY number. The larger 

the number the higher the priority. (The default number is 0)
For example, if two effects with priority settings of 1 and 2 are 
assigned to the same light, the priority 2 effect will dominate the 
priority 1 effect.

Note: It is important to set the priorities. If two effects with the 
same priority are assigned to the same light at the same time, 
they will combine, producing a blend or average of the two 
effects. This usually results in muted, dull colors.
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Color
Every effect lets you specify at least one color. ColorPlay includes a 
color picker to help you choose over 16 million possible colors.

To set an effect’s color

1. Select the effect in the timeline.
2. From the EFFECT PROPERTIES, click the PICK button to open the COLOR 

PICKER.

3. In the COLOR PICKER, do one of the following to specify a color:
– Click on one of the color swatches.
– Enter RED, GREEN, and BLUE values, from 0 to 255.
– Click ADVANCED to open the ADVANCED COLOR PICKER, where you 

can choose from a larger selection of swatches, or use a HUE, 
SATURATION, and BRIGHTNESS (HSB) or RED, GREEN, and BLUE (RGB) 
color model to specify an exact color.

– Some effects let you choose the TRANSPARENT option. Select 
TRANSPARENT if you want the effect to produce no color. If there is 
another effect assigned to the same light, it will “shine through” 
the TRANSPARENT effect, even if it has a lower priority setting. 

Note: The transparent option is only effective when more 
than one effect is assigned to the same light at the same time.

4. Click OK to apply the color to the effect.

Note: You can use the Edit Preferences dialog box to 
customize the default color palette. (See Editing ColorPlay 
Preferences on page 23 for details.)
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A List of Effects and their Properties
This section describes the different lighting effects and the properties 
associated with each one.

Fixed Color
The Fixed Color effect is a static display of one solid color. 

FIXED COLOR PROPERTIES

Priority Set the PRIORITY for the effect.

Color Use the COLOR PICKER to set the color.
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Cross Fade

A Cross Fade is a smooth transition from one color to another. 

For example, a cross fade from red to blue starts with solid red, then 
begins increasing the level of blue light and reducing the level of red 
light, until it ends with solid blue.

CROSS FADE PROPERTIES

Priority Set the PRIORITY for the effect.

Start Color Use the COLOR PICKER to set the start color.

End Color Use the COLOR PICKER to set the end color.
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Random Color 

The Random Color effect displays randomly generated colors at 
specified intervals. 

RANDOM COLOR PROPERTIES

Priority Set the PRIORITY for the effect. 

Hold Time Set the length of time for each color to last.

For example, if you set the HOLD TIME to one second, each 
random color will be displayed for one second.

Fade Time Set the length for the transitions between colors.

For example, a FADE TIME of zero results in abrupt color 
changes. Higher fade times result in longer, smoother 
transitions, or fades, between colors.

Start Color Use the color picker to set the start color. 
The start color also determines the saturation and 
brightness of the entire effect. For example, if you pick a 
start color with 50% saturation, all of the subsequent 
random colors will be displayed at 50% saturation.
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RANDOM COLOR PROPERTIES

Synchronize Select this option if you want multiple lights to display the 
same pattern of random colors.
To synchronize Random Color effects:
1. Assign the Random Color effect to two or more lights in 

the timeline.
2. Set the start color to the same color for each Random 

Color effect you want to synchronize.
3. Select the SYNCHRONIZE option in each Random Color 

effect you want to synchronize.
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Color Wash 

The Color Wash effect produces a smooth transition in hue, 
progressing through the color spectrum: red, orange, yellow, green, 
blue, indigo, violet.

COLOR WASH PROPERTIES

Priority Set the PRIORITY for the effect.

Cycle Time Set the length of time for one complete cycle around the 
color circle.

Reverse Cycle Select this option to reverse the color wash cycle: violet, 
indigo, blue, green, yellow, orange, red.

Start Color Use the COLOR PICKER to set the start color.

The start color also determines the saturation and 
brightness of the entire effect. For example, if you pick a 
start color with 50% saturation, the entire Color Wash will 
use 50% saturated colors.
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Chasing Rainbow 

Like the Color Wash effect, a Chasing Rainbow makes a smooth 
transition from color to color through the color spectrum. However, 
when you apply the Chasing Rainbow effect to a group of lights you 
can use the GROUP OFFSET option to achieve a “chasing rainbow” 
effect, where colors appear to follow each other from light to light.

Note: The Chasing Rainbow effect is only effective when 
applied to groups.

CHASING RAINBOW PROPERTIES

Priority Set the PRIORITY for the effect.

Cycle Time Set the length of time for one complete cycle through the 
color spectrum.

Reverse Cycle Select this option to reverse the cycle through the color 
spectrum.
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Group Offset The GROUP OFFSET property determines how long it takes 
for a color to “move” from light to light. 

For example, a GROUP OFFSET of 0.1 seconds causes each 
light to display a color one tenth of a second after the 
previous light. This results in a chasing rainbow effect, 
where colors appear to follow each other from light to 
light.

A GROUP OFFSET time of zero results in a standard Color 
Wash effect: all the lights in the group move through the 
color circle together, displaying the same color at the 
same time. 
Larger offset times cause colors to move more slowly from 
light to light.

Reverse Offset Select this option to reverse the direction of the chasing 
rainbow effect.

Start Color Use the color picker to set the start color for the first light in 
the group.
The start color also determines the saturation and 
brightness of the entire effect. For example, if you pick a 
start color with 50% saturation, the entire Chasing 
Rainbow effect will use 50% saturated colors.
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Strobe

The Strobe effect produces a series of light flashes. Very short, bright 
flashes can produce a “stop action” effect, where actions seem 
intermittent.

STROBE PROPERTIES

Priority Set the PRIORITY for the effect.

Cycle Time Set the speed for the strobe flashes.

For example, a CYCLE TIME of one second results in one 
flash every second.

On Time Set the duration of the strobe flashes.
For example, a Strobe setting of 0.1 results in flashes that 
last one tenth of a second.

Offset Set the length of the delay before the first strobe flash.

For example, an OFFSET time of zero causes the first flash 
to appear at the very beginning of the effect’s cycle. An 
OFFSET time of 0.5 seconds causes the first flash to appear 
half a second after the effect’s cycle.

On Color Use the COLOR PICKER to set the color of the strobe flashes.

Off Color Use the COLOR PICKER to set the color that appears 
between flashes.
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Sparkle

The Sparkle effect is similar to a Strobe effect: it produces a series of 
light flashes at regular intervals. When applied to a group of lights, 
each flash appears randomly in a different light creating a sparkling 
effect.

Note: The Sparkle effect is only effective when applied to 
light groups.

SPARKLE PROPERTIES

Priority Set the PRIORITY for the effect.

On Time Set the duration of each flash.

For example, an ON TIME setting of 0.1 results in flashes 
that last one tenth of a second.

Off Time Set the duration of the OFF TIME, or the time between 
flashes.

For example, with the ON TIME set to 0.1, an OFF TIME of 
0.9 will result in one flash every second.

On Color Use the COLOR PICKER to set the color of the flashes.

Off Color Use the COLOR PICKER to set the color that appears 
between flashes.
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Custom Rainbow Effect

The Custom Rainbow effect is similar to the Chasing Rainbow effect, 
but it lets you choose your own custom colors.

CUSTOM RAINBOW PROPERTIES

Priority Set the PRIORITY for the effect.

Hold Time Set the length of time for each color to last.

For example, if you set the HOLD TIME to one second, each 
custom color will be displayed for one second.

Fade Time Set the length for the transitions between colors.
For example, a fade time of zero results in abrupt color 
changes. Higher fade times result in longer, smoother 
transitions, or fades, between colors.
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CUSTOM RAINBOW PROPERTIES

Group Offset The GROUP OFFSET property determines how long it takes 
for a color to “move” from light to light. 

For example, a GROUP OFFSET of 0.1 seconds causes each 
light to display a color one tenth of a second after the 
previous light. This results in a chasing effect, where colors 
appear to follow each other from light to light.

A GROUP OFFSET time of zero results in a custom Color 
Wash: all the lights in the group move through the custom 
colors together, displaying the same color at the same 
time. 
Larger offset times cause colors to move more slowly from 
light to light.
The rainbow is only effective when applied to a group of 
lights. However, a custom color washed made by setting 
the Custom Rainbow effect to 0, can be applied to lights or 
groups.

Reverse Offset Select this option to reverse the direction that the colors 
travel from light to light.

Add Color Click ADD COLOR to add a new color to the Custom 
Rainbow effect.

Delete Color To delete a color from the Custom Rainbow effect, select 
the color (click in the checkbox next to the color) and click 
DELETE COLOR.
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Streak
The Streak effect is a single pulse of color that moves across a 
background color. You can set the pulse to give the appearance of a 
back and forth bounce, or a one direction run across the 
background.

Tip: The shorter the effect time the faster the streak.

Note: The Streak effect is only effective when applied to light 
groups.

SPARKLE PROPERTIES

Priority Set the PRIORITY for the effect.

Width Set the size of the pulse in lights.
For example, a pulse width of 1 is equal to one light on 
the map, while a pulse width of 3 is equal to three.
Exception: With long products such as iColor Fresco and 
iColor Accent, in lengths larger than one foot, 1 is equal 
to one light segment.

Reverse 
Direction

Set this option to reverse the direction of the pulse.

Pulse Color Use the COLOR PICKER to set the color of the pulse.

Base Color Use the COLOR PICKER to set the background color.
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Color Sweep

The Sweep effect is a progressive transition from one color to another 
in a sweeping motion. You can set the sweep to give the appearance 
of a back and forth color change, or a one direction sweep across 
the light group.

Tip: The shorter the effect time the faster the sweep.

Note: The Sweep effect is only effective when applied to 
light groups.

SPARKLE PROPERTIES

Priority Set the PRIORITY for the effect.

Reverse 
Direction

Set this option to reverse the direction of the sweep.

Sweep Color Use the COLOR PICKER to set the color of the sweep.

Base Color Use the COLOR PICKER to set the background color.
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Working With Lights and Groups
Lights and groups are listed to the left of the timeline.

Position the mouse over a group icon to display a list of the lights 
within that group. In the list, group names are indicated by brackets: 
<C200 RIGHT>. Lights names are listed under their respective 
groups.

Using Timeline Editor
Use the TIMELINE GROUPS dialog box to arrange the list of lights and 
groups. Changing the order may help you better visualize the show 
while you design it.

To display the Timeline Groups dialog box

Click the GROUP button in the TIMELINE EDITOR, or double-click on a light 
or group in the list to display the TIMELINE GROUP dialog box.
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To duplicate a light or group

• In the TIMELINE GROUPS dialog box, select the light or group you 
want to duplicate, and click DUPLICATE.

• ColorPlay adds a new row in the TIMELINE, above the original.

Note: Duplicating a light in the timeline does not add an 
additional light to the light map. Instead, it adds another 
instance of the same light to the timeline to allow you to 
assign multiple simultaneous effects to the light.

To move a light or group

• In the timeline groups dialog box, select the light or group you 
want to move, and click the appropriate button to move the 
selected light or group.

• Move options include: MOVE TO TOP, MOVE UP, MOVE DOWN, and 
MOVE TO BOTTOM.

To remove a light or group

• You can delete multiple instances of a light or group. However, you 
cannot remove a group or light if there is only one instance of that 
group or light in the timeline.

• To remove a single instance of a light or group, choose 
TASK>MAPPING and select EDIT GROUPS from the MAPPING tools.

Note: Changing the displayed order of lights and groups 
on the timeline doesn’t not change the output results of the 
show or the mapped lights.
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Adding Stacked Effects to the Same Light

When you duplicate a light or group in the timeline, ColorPlay does 
not add a new light to the show; instead, it adds another row for that 
same light in the timeline. By adding effects to both rows, the original 
and the duplicate, you can have multiple effects running 
simultaneously to the same light.

Another method of adding simultaneous effects to a light is to list the 
light individually and also include it into a group; thereby, the light 
can receive an individually assigned effect as well as the effect 
assigned to the group in which it resides. 

By combining simultaneous effects and adjusting their priorities and 
colors correctly, you can achieve some very interesting layered 
effects. The possibilities are limitless, but here are two examples to 
get you started:

Strobe effect layered over a Color Wash

1. Apply a Color Wash effect to a light in the timeline.
2. Duplicate that light, and apply a Strobe effect to the duplicate. 
3.  In the Strobe EFFECT PROPERTIES, set PRIORITY to 1, and check 

TRANSPARENT as the OFF COLOR.
The light will display a Color Wash, with a superimposed Strobe 
effect.
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Fading into an effect

1. Apply a 1-second Fixed Color followed by 5-second Chasing 
Rainbow effect to a group of several lights.

2. In the timeline, duplicate the group. To the second group, apply 
two1-second Cross Fades. The first with the START TIME at one 
second, and the second with a start time of five seconds.

3. Set the START COLOR of the first Cross Fade to match the Fixed Color 
assigned to the first group, then pick white and click TRANSPARENT 
for the end color. Set the priority of the Cross Fade to 1.

4. Set the colors opposite for the ending Cross Fade. Pick white and 
click TRANSPARENT for the START COLOR, and set the END COLOR to 
match the Fixed Color. Set the priority of the Cross Fade to 1.

5. From the MAPPING screen, preview the effects. The lights will 
display with the fixed color then gradually fade into a chasing 
rainbow, follow by a gradual transition back to the fixed color.

Navigating the Timeline
The navigation controls at the bottom of the timeline let you scroll to 
any point in the timeline, zoom in or out, and turn the snap grid on or 
off.

Using the Hand Tool
The HAND tool helps you pan through the TIMELINE. With the 
cursor over the TIMELINE grid, hold down the CONTROL key and 
click the left mouse button. The cursor changes to a hand icon. 
Continue to hold down the control key as you drag the hand 
across the TIMELINE. 
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Using the Effect Locator
The EFFECT LOCATOR displays the start time and duration (in seconds) of 
the selected effect in the timeline.

Using the Snap Grid
The SNAP GRID “attracts” objects to help you place effects more 
accurately. You can turn the grid on or off, and control the value of 
the grid.

To control the snap grid

1. Click the SNAP GRID button at the bottom of the TIMELINE.
2. Set the snap grid options, and click OK.

Printing the Timeline

To print the Timeline

1. Choose TASK>TIMELINE EDITOR to display the TIMELINE.
2. In the TIMELINE EDITOR, choose FILE>PRINT.

Note: This feature works best with PostScript printer drivers.

Saving your work
Once you have assigned effects to your lights, save your work. 
Choose FILE>SAVE. Since you named the current show when you first 
saved it, you will not be prompted to enter a file name or location. 
Instead, the file will save to the current name and location. 

Now you are ready to preview and test your light show, as explained 
in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6

SIMULATION

After you have mapped your lights and assigned effects, you are 
ready to simulate your show. Use the MAPPING screen to preview and 
test your show in an on-screen simulation or a live simulation right to 
your lights.

To access the simulation functions

Choose TASK>MAPPING.

On-Screen Simulations
During an on-screen simulation, ColorPlay uses the light icons in the 
MAPPING screen to represent the lights in your show.
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Simulation Playback Controls
During both on-screen and live playback you can control the show 
using the playback controls.

To run an on-screen simulation

1. Choose TASK>MAPPING to view the mapping screen

2. Click PLAY to start the simulation. The light icons on the mapping grid 
display your light show.

If any of the colors appear dull or the expected show is not displayed, 
return to the TIMELINE EDITOR and check the effects assigned to the lights. If 
there are simultaneous effects and the priorities are equal, then the colors 
and effects average and you will not get the results you want.

Controls

PLAY - Play the current show

PAUSE - Pause the current show

STOP - Stop the current show

FAST REVERSE - Fast reverse through the current show   

FAST FORWARD - Fast forward through the current show

LOOP - Restart the current show when finished

TEST MODE - Use to identify and troubleshoot lights

SHOW PLAYHEAD - Pan through the current show
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Live Simulations
During a live simulation, ColorPlay sends the light show through a 
Color Kinetics controller to the lights. 

To run a live simulation, you must connect the controller to the 
computer and to the lights in PROGRAM MODE. (For details, refer to the 
documentation that came with the controller.)

To run a live simulation

1. Choose TASK>MAPPING.

2. Click the SELECT CONTROLLER button. This displays the SELECT A CONTROLLER 
dialog box.

3. Choose your controller from the drop down menu and click OK.

4. Check the LIVE PLAY box, then click PLAY to begin the show.

ColorPlay performs your show on the lights and on the simulation screen.

Note: During the live simulation, fades or transitions between 
colors might seem slightly choppy. This is caused by the 
computer’s data transfer rate, and does not affect the 
appearance of the final show.

Test Mode
Test Mode helps you identify and troubleshoot lights, and check the 
light addresses. In order to test your lights, you must have your 
controller and lights connected in PROGRAM MODE.

To use test mode

1. Check the TEST MODE box.

2. Click on a LIGHT ICON in the display screen, and the corresponding 
physical light will flash white.
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WYSIWYG Simulations
ColorPlay has the ability to act as a console in CAST Lighting’s 
WYSIWYG environment. WYSIWYG is not a product of Color 
Kinetics and does not come with ColorPlay, therefore, you must own 
a copy of WYSIWYG. 

To run a WYSIWYG simulation
1. Design your show in ColorPlay using the same light addresses as 

specified in your WYSIWYG plot.

2. Click PLAY to begin the simulation. Ensure that LOOP is selected.

3. While ColorPlay simulation is running, insert ColorPlay as a console. 
From within WYSIWYG, choose VIEW>DEVICE MANAGER.

4. Click NEW. From the tree view select CONSOLES\MANUFACTURER\COLOR 
KINETICS\COLORPLAY. Click INSERT to add Color Play.

5. Click properties to bind ColorPlay to a patch universe.
6. Click connect to connect WYSIWYG to the ColorPlay simulation.

Now in various live views, the simulation data from ColorPlay will be 
displayed in the plots.

Saving your work
Once you have previewed you show, and made any adjustments, 
save your work. Choose FILE>SAVE. Since you named the current show 
when you first saved it, you will not be prompted to enter a file name 
or location. Instead, the file will save to the current name and 
location. 

Now you are ready to download your light show to your controller, 
as explained in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 7

DOWNLOAD

Now that you have mapped your lights, assigned the lighting effects, 
and previewed your show, you are ready to experience the real 
power behind Color Kinetics lights. ColorPlay lets you download 
shows onto your controller. From the download screen you have the 
tools and information you will need to store, manage, and playback 
your light show. 

To access the download screen

Choose TASK>DOWNLOAD.
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Understanding Current Show Information
The top panel of the download screen gives specific information 
about the current show.

TOTAL SHOW TIME - Displays the duration of your current show, in 
seconds.

DMX CHANNELS USED - Denotes the total number of DMX channels used in 
the current show.

- To function properly, DMX signals use at least 24 
channels. If your show is designed for fewer than 
24 channels, or 8 lights, ColorPlay automatically 
adds blank channels to make 24.

MAXIMUM RATE - Establishes the maximum frames per second (fps) 
that data is sent to the lights, for the current show. 
A rate of 50 fps is sufficient for most light shows. 
Higher frame rates will increase the size of the file 
without a noticeable difference in output.

MINIMUM RATE - Minimum frames per second (fps) that data is sent 
to the lights, for the current show.

- The lower the fps, the smaller the file; however, 
lower frame rates can result in a choppy or uneven 
appearance.

RATE - Allows you to enter a frame rate, or accept the 
default rate of frames per second. 

- Ensure that the frame rated entered does not 
exceed the Maximum Rate.

SHOW COMMENTS - Lets you enter comments to save with the show, 
such as a show description or application.

- These comments are displayed by the STATUS/INFO 
button.

CONTROLLER MEMORY 
USAGE

- Displays the memory used by the current show.
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Downloading Light Shows
ColorPlay lets you download your shows to a controller for playback 
on Color Kinetics lights.

Note: Before downloading, ensure that your controller and 
lights are connected to the computer in Program Mode. 
Program mode is controller specific and the configuration 
setups vary. Refer to the User Guide provided with your 
controller for further information and instructions on putting 
your controller in Program Mode.

Selecting a Controller
Before you download a show to the controller, identify the controller 
used.

To select a Controller

1. In ColorPlay, choose TASK>DOWNLOAD.
2. Click the SELECT A CONTROLLER button. Choose your controller from the 

drop-down list in the SELECT A CONTROLLER dialog box.

Downloading to the Controller
After you set the frame rate, enter comments, and select the controller, 
you are ready to download your current show. A current show can be 
a newly created show or a previously saved show that is currently 
open in ColorPlay.

To download the current show

1. Ensure the controller is connected and in Program Mode. Refer to 
the User Guide for your controller for details. 

2. In ColorPlay, choose TASK>DOWNLOAD.
3. Click the DOWNLOAD button.

Note: If the Download button is grayed out, make sure the 
controller is properly connected to the computer and the 
correct controller is selected.
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4. Depending on your controller, you may be prompted to enter a file 
name and trigger assignment from a SET SHOW INFORMATION dialog 
box. Enter a name for the show, and choose a trigger for the show 
from the drop-down list. Click OK. ColorPlay downloads the show 
to your controller. 

Automatic Compression
By default, ColorPlay compresses light shows as much as possible 
when it downloads them to the controller. This allows you to 
download longer, more complex shows. The amount of compression 
depends on the effects used, and varies from show to show.

ColorPlay uses “lossless” compression, which means that there is no 
effect on the quality of the data.

To disable automatic compression, choose EDIT>PREFERENCE>DOWNLOAD. 
Click the ENABLE SHOW COMPRESSION check box to remove the check and 
disable the compression. 

Playing Light Shows
In order to play the downloaded show to your Color Kinetics light, 
you must switch the controller from Program Mode to Playback Mode. 
Playback Mode configuration is controller specific, refer to the User 
Guide for your controller for details. 

To play a light show 

As with Playback Mode configuration, how you playback your show 
is also controller specific. 

• Some controllers use the PLAY button on the DOWNLOAD screen. If the 
PLAY button is active, clicking it will put the controller in Playback 
Mode and the light show will begin playing on your lights.
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• The PLAY button is not an option on all controllers. Some controllers 
must be physically disconnected from the computer, and connected 
to a supplementary power supply. Once they are in Playback 
Mode, these controllers begin playing the default show (Trigger 1) 
automatically. To change shows on these controllers, an external 
switch such as a Color Kinetics Controller Keypad is needed.

Note: Refer to the User Guide for your controller for details 
on Playback Mode and playing shows.

During Playback
• During playback, you can quit ColorPlay, shut down the computer, 

and disconnect the serial cable from the controller without 
interrupting the light show.

• If the controller is unplugged or turned off, it will automatically 
resume playing the show from the beginning when it is powered 
on again.
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Control Options

This section describes the control options available to help you 
download and manage your light shows.

To display the Show Controls

Choose TASK>DOWNLOAD.

Show Controls

DOWNLOAD Use this option to download the current show directly 
to the controller. (See Downloading to the Controller 
on page 67 for details.)

PLAY If active, click this button to begin playing the show on 
your controller.
If not active, refer to the User Guide for your controller 
for information on putting your controller into 
Playback Mode.

STATUS/INFO Click this button to display controller firmware version 
and show comments.

IMPORT Click this button to download a previously saved DMX 
file to the controller.

DELETE Use this option to remove shows from your controller. 
Click to highlight the show, then click DELETE.

TRIGGERS Use this option to assign and manage triggers to the 
shows. Triggers allow you to order and to select from 
multiple shows using an external switching device.
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Setting Triggers
Click the TRIGGER button. The EDIT TRIGGER MAPPING dialog box appears. 
The AVAILABLE SHOWS column displays all files downloaded to the 
controller. The right column displays the trigger mapping.
Follow the instructions below to reset triggers.

– To reassign all triggers, click CLEAR ALL. This removes the trigger 
assignments - the shows listed next to the trigger numbers in the 
SHOW NAME column.

– Select a show from the AVAILABLE SHOWS column on the left. Click a 
TRIGGER to highlight the SHOW NAME field next to that trigger 
number. With the show selected and the trigger selected, click 
the ARROW button in the middle. This moves the selected show to 
the selected trigger.

Note: You can assign a show to multiple triggers.

Triggering options vary depending on your controller and optional 
interface. Refer to the User Guide for your controller and interface for 
more information on triggering capabilities for your Color Kinetics 
System.
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CHAPTER 8

TUTORIAL

This tutorial is a hands-on approach to creating impressive light 
shows with your Color Kinetics lights. The shows that you can create 
using ColorPlay software are limited only by your imagination. Each 
task-oriented lesson will introduce you to options and techniques that 
can be applied to lighting arrangements of all sizes.

Before you begin the tutorial

Familiarize yourself with the ColorPlay environment and User Guide. 
Refer to Chapter 3, ColorPlay Basics for screen and tool 
identifications.

To start ColorPlay, do one of the following:

Macintosh: Double-click the ColorPlay icon in the Applications 
folder.

Windows: From the START menu, choose PROGRAMS>COLOR 
KINETICS>COLORPLAY.
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Lesson 1: Create a Random Color Light Show
The goal of this lesson is to create a Random Color light show. In this 
task-oriented exercise, you will learn to assign effects to mapped 
lights, to set properties, to test the show, to modify the show, and to 
download the show to your controller. 

Map Lights
Purpose: Set up the map for your light show. In this exercise the 
iColor Cove is used. For actual applications, map the lights that 
correspond to your actual light.

Task 1: Map lights. Choose TASK>MAPPING to access the 
MAPPING screen. From the iColor Series folder, in the LIGHT 
PALETTE, drag and drop the COVE 12 icon to the MAPPING screen.
Task 2: Duplicate lights. Select the light icon on the MAPPING 
screen, then click DUPLICATE. The DUPLICATE LIGHT dialog box 
appears. Enter 9 in the NUMBER TO PLACE field, the START DMX 
ADDRESS field reads 4, then select RIGHT as the alignment 
direction. Click OK to duplicate the lights.

Task 3: Save your work. Choose FILE>SAVE. In the SAVE SHOW 
FILE dialog box, select a location from the SAVE IN field, enter 
“Random Color” in the FILE NAME field, and click SAVE. (Future 
lessons will use this “Random Color” file.)
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Assign Lighting Effects

Purpose: To assign effects to the mapped lights. In this exercise you 
will use the timeline editor to assign effects and alter their 
appearances by editing the effects properties.

Task 1: Assign an effect. Choose TASK>TIMELINE EDITOR. Drag 
and drop the RANDOM COLOR icon into the TIMELINE next to Cove 
12 -1 light.
Task 2: Set effect duration time. Click the right edge of the 
EFFECT BLOCK and stretch the box to the 10 seconds grid line. 
This increases the duration of the effect to 10 seconds.

Task 3: Zoom out. Click the ZOOM OUT tool to view the entire 
effect in the timeline. 

Task 4: Preview the effect. Once you have assigned an 
effect to a light, you can preview the effect. Choose 
TASK>MAPPING. Click the LOOP check box to remove the check, or 
deselect, and click the PLAY button to preview the effect.
You should see: On the Cove 12-1 light the colors change from color 
to color in one second intervals, with no particular order or transition. 
With loop deselected, the show will play through the duration of the 
show once. 
Task 5: Edit effect properties. Choose TASK>TIMELINE EDITOR to 
return to the TIMELINE screen. To modify the appearance of the 
RANDOM COLOR effect, edit the EFFECT PROPERTIES. 
Select the Effect. In the EFFECT PROPERTIES dialog, located below the light 
palette, increase the HOLD TIME (SEC) to 2, and the FADE TIME to 1 second. 
Preview the effect from the MAPPING screen.
You should see: On the Cove 12-1 light the colors change more 
slowly and fade from one color to the next.
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Task 6: Copy the effect to other lights. In the TIMELINE, select 
the random color effect. Choose EDIT>COPY. This copies the 
effect, with property changes and duration time, to the 
CLIPBOARD. Drag the CLIPBOARD icon the next light.
Continue dragging the CLIPBOARD icon to the remaining lights, or select 
the last placed effect by the right edge and drag it down to 
encompass TIMELINES for the remaining lights. 

From the MAPPING screen, check the LOOP box then preview the effects 
by pressing the play button.
You should see: The beginning of each random color cycle begins 
with the color red; after which, the colors appear randomly on each 
light.
Task 7: Pick starting color. In the TIMELINE EDITOR screen, select 
the first Random Color Effect for Cove 12-1. In the EFFECT 
PROPERTIES dialog and click the START COLOR PICK button. In the PICK 
THE START COLOR box, pick a new color by clicking any color. 
Clicking ADVANCED gives you a greater variety of colors. Click 
OK.
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Continue selecting each effect block and picking a new start color. 
Preview the effects.

Task 8: Synchronize the effects. From the TIMELINE EDITOR 
screen, select the first effect. In the EFFECT PROPERTIES dialog, 
check SYNCHRONIZE and pick a START COLOR. 
Continue selecting each Effect block,  check SYNCHRONIZE, and set the 
same starting color. 

Note: The starting color for each effect must be the same for 
Synchronize to work properly.
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Task 9: Preview your show.
Tip: You can achieve the same synchronized appearance with fewer 
steps and in less time by assigning the lights to a group. Assigning 
lights to a group lets you apply and edit the Effect on a entire group 
only once. The lights work together to achieve a synchronized 
appearance. Lesson 2 introduces you to creating and working with 
groups. 
On individual lights, synchronize works best when creating an offset 
effect show.

Task 10:Save your show. Congratulations, you have created 
a light show. Choose FILE>SAVE to save your show.
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Preview Light Show

Purpose: To simulate a virtual, on-screen show display, or play your 
show live to the actual lights. In this exercise you will use the MAPPING 
screens to preview and test your light show before you download it to 
your controller. 

Task 1: On-screen simulation. With the Random Color show 
open, or current, in ColorPlay, choose TASK>MAPPING. Click the 
PLAY button to preview your light show on-screen.
Task 2: Live play simulation. Ensure that your light fixtures 
are set up properly and the controller is connected to the 
computer and in Program Mode, refer to the User Guide for 
your controller for details. From the LIVE PLAY options, click the 
SELECT CONTROLLER button. From the SELECT A CONTROLLER box, 
choose your controller and port from the drop-down menu, 
then click OK.
Check the LIVE PLAY box, then click the PLAY button. 

Note: If your lights have been mapped to correspond to your 
actual light fixtures, then your ColorPlay show will display on 
your fixtures.
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Download to the Controller

Purpose: To download your newly created “Random Color” show to 
your controller. You can download multiple shows to your controller, 
assign each show a trigger number, then run your lights from your 
controller.

Task 1: Download show. With the Random Color show 
current, choose TASK>DOWNLOAD to access the DOWNLOAD screen. 
The information located in the top frame of the download 
screen pertains to the current, Random Color show. 

– Accept the default FRAME RATE of 50. 
– Enter a descriptive comment in the SHOW COMMENTS box, example: 

Random Color Show, created in Tutorial.
– If CURRENT INTERFACE reads none, click SELECT CONTROLLER to select your 

controller.
– Click DOWNLOAD. Your show file has now been stored on your 

controller for playback to your lights. If it is the first show 
downloaded to your controller, it defaults to Trigger 1. Click OK. 
You may be prompted for name and trigger.
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Lesson 2: Create a Stacked Effects Light Show
The goal of this lesson is to create a light show featuring stacked 
effects. In this task-oriented exercise, you will learn to use map only 
features of existing files, group lights, and combine multiple shows.

Open Map Only...
Purpose: When writing multiple shows for your Color Kinetics 
lights, the OPEN MAP ONLY... lets you open a previously created light 
map from an existing show. This feature speeds up the overall light 
show creation time by eliminating the light mapping step.

Task 1: Open map only. Choose FILE>OPEN MAP ONLY..., from 
the SELECT A SHOW FILE TO OPEN box, locate and select the Random 
Color.show file that was created in the previous lesson. This 
opens only the light mapping portion of the Random 
Color.show file. By switching to the TIMELINE EDITOR, you will 
notice that the timeline is blank.
Task 2: Modify light mapping. Switch back to the MAPPING 
screen then click and drag the lights to reposition them on the 
mapping screen. Reposition the lights into two rows and five 
columns. 
The mapping screen is a visualization tool; light placement does not 
effect the actual ColorPlay light show.
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Task 3: Create a group. Select all the lights by shift + 
clicking, or dragging a box around the lights. Click CREATE 
GROUP. ENTER GROUP NAME: “Cove Group”.
Task 4: SAVE. Choose FILE>SAVE. In the SAVE SHOW FILE dialog 
box, select a location from the save in field, enter “Multi 
Effects” in the FILE NAME field, and click save.

Assign Stacked Lighting Effects
Purpose: To assign multiple, stacked effects to the mapped lights. In 
this exercise, you will assign effects to lights and groups, alter effect 
appearances by editing the effects properties, and set effect 
priorities.

Task 1: Assign effect to lights. Choose TASK>TIMELINE EDITOR. 
Click the CUSTOM RAINBOW icon then drag and drop it into the 
COVE 12 - 1 timeline.
Task 2: Set start time and duration. Double click the CUSTOM 
RAINBOW EFFECT block in the timeline. This opens the EDIT EFFECT 
PARAMETERS dialog box. Set the start time to 0 and the duration 
to 12, then click OK. 
Task 3: Add colors. Custom Rainbow defaults to red. In the 
EFFECT PROPERTIES dialog, click ADD COLOR. From the COLOR PICKER 
select white and click OK. Click ADD COLOR again. This time 
select blue, then click OK. Now add the color green.
Task 4: Delete colors. Click the CHECK BOX next to the color 
green to check it, then click DELETE COLOR.
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Task 5: Modify hold time. In the EFFECT PROPERTIES dialog, enter 
2 in the HOLD TIME field.

Task 6: Copy effect. Copy the effect, with property settings, 
to the other lights by clicking the right edge of the effect block 
and dragging down to encompass all the lights.
At this time, nothing is in the COVE GROUP TIMELINE.

Task 7: Preview your show. Using the MAPPING screen, 
preview your show.
Task 8: Assign effect to a group. Click the SPARKLE ICON, then 
drag and drop it into the COVE GROUP TIMELINE. 
When you assign an effect to a group, the effect is applied to every 
light in that group.
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The sparkle effect works best with large groups of lights.
Task 9: Set start time and duration. Double click the SPARKLE 
EFFECT BLOCK in the TIMELINE. Set the start time to 0 and the 
duration to 2, then click OK

Task 10: Set transparent off color. In the EDIT PROPERTIES 
dialog, click OFF COLOR. Check the TRANSPARENT box, then click 
OK.
Setting the OFF COLOR to transparent does not change the appearance 
of the effect in the timeline, however, it will allow a background color 
to be visible behind the light sparkles in the simulation and live play.
Task 11: Assign priority. In the EDIT PROPERTIES dialog, set the 
SPARKLE EFFECT PRIORITY to 1. (The default property is 0, and the 
higher the number, the higher the priority.)
When assigning stacked effects, you must set the priority of each 
effect applied to a light. If all effects are set to the same priority, the 
effects will average and the appearance will be dull or muted.
Task 12: Duplicate effect in timeline. Select the SPARKLE EFFECT 
BLOCK, then choose EDIT>DUPLICATE. In the DUPLICATE EFFECTS dialog, 
enter 5 in the NUMBER OF TIMES field, enter 2 in the SPACING FIELD, 
then click OK.
Task 13: Pick on color. Select the second SPARKLE EFFECT BLOCK 
in the TIMELINE - it should line up with the first column of white in 
the custom rainbow. From the EFFECT PROPERTIES dialog, click ON 
COLOR, select red, then click OK.
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Select the fifth SPARKLE EFFECT BLOCK in the TIMELINE - it should line up with 
the second column of white in the custom rainbow. From the EFFECT 
PROPERTIES dialog, click ON COLOR, select blue, then click OK.

Task 14: Preview the show on screen. From the mapping 
screen, click play to simulate the show.
Task 15: Preview the show live. To run a live simulation, you 
must connect the controller to the computer and to the lights in 
PROGRAM MODE. (For details, refer to the documentation that 
came with the controller.) Check the LIVE PLAY box, then click PLAY 
to begin the show
Task 16: Save the show
Tip: You can create the same show with fewer steps and in less time 
by duplicating the group and assigning the Custom Rainbow, only 
once, to the new group. Assigning lights to a group lets you apply 
and edit the Effect to a entire group only once. To duplicate a group 
from the TIMELINE EDITOR, click the word GROUP next to the ruler. Select the 
group name then click DUPLICATE.
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Download the Show

Purpose: To download your new stacked, multi effects show to your 
controller. 

Task 1: Download show. With the Multi Effects show 
current, choose TASK>DOWNLOAD to access the DOWNLOAD screen.  

– Accept the default FRAME RATE of 50. 
– Enter a descriptive comment in the SHOW COMMENTS box.
– If CURRENT INTERFACE reads none, click SELECT CONTROLLER to select your 

controller and port.
– Click DOWNLOAD. Your show file has now been stored on your 

controller for playback to your lights. The Multi Effect show will 
default to the next available trigger. If this is the first show 
downloaded to your controller, it defaults to Trigger 1.
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Lesson 3: Create a Multi Group, Multi Effect Show
The goal of this lesson is to create a light show featuring multiple 
groups and multiple effects, using different types of light fixtures. In 
this task-oriented exercise, you will learn to edit and nest groups, 
assign stacked effects to lights, and incorporate multiple types of 
lights into one show.

Imagine...
Ahead is a wall slowly changing with rich saturated color from 
ColorBlast. Next you notice a chasing strobe dancing across the wall. 
iColor Cove located behind circular glass pieces gives the 
appearance of bubbles moving across the wall

With ColorPlay, if you can imagine it, you can create it.

Map Lights
Purpose: Map the lights for your light show. In this exercise, iColor  
Cove and ColorBlast lights are used. For actual applications, map the 
lights that correspond to your actual light fixtures.

Task 1: Map Cove lights. Drag and drop a COVE 12 ICON from 
the LIGHT PALETTE to the MAPPING screen.
Task 2: Duplicate Cove lights. Select the COVE 12 ICON and 
click DUPLICATE. Duplicate 7 lights, starting at the default DMX 
address, and aligned to the right, for a total of 8 Cove icons.
Task 3: Map ColorBlast lights. Drag and drop a COLORBLAST 
12 ICON from to the MAPPING screen.
Task 4: Duplicate ColorBlast light. Select the COLORBLAST 12 
ICON, click DUPLICATE, and make 1 duplicate for a total of 2 
ColorBlast 12 icons. 
Task 5: Modify light mapping. Drag the icons into a 
positions to help you visualize the lights and the effects.
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Task 6: Rename the icons. Double click the COVE 12 - 1 ICON. 
Enter the name “Bubble 1“, rename the COVE 12 - 2 ICON 
“Bubble 2“, and so on through “Bubble 8“. Rename 
colorblast icons “Floor 1“and “Floor 2“respectively.

Task 7: Create light groups. Select the two ColorBlast floor 
lights, then click CREATE GROUPS. Enter “Floor” as in the GROUP 
NAME. Click OK.
Select all of the Cove fixtures, then click CREATE GROUPS. Enter “Wall” as 
the GROUP NAME. Click OK.
Task 8: CREATE A NEW GROUP. Click EDIT GROUPS, the GROUPS 
dialog box appears. Groups appear as folders and the lights 
assigned to each group appear within the folder. 
Click ADD GROUP, enter “All” as the GROUP NAME, then click OK. The GROUP 
EDITOR screen appears.
In the GROUP EDITOR, select the WALL group from the ALL GROUPS column on 
the right, then click ADD TO GROUP. This copies the WALL group, and all 
lights contained within, to the new ALL group. 
Select the FLOOR group and add it to the ALL group, then click DONE. This 
returns you to the GROUPS window.
In the GROUPS window, click the HANDLE next to the ALL group, verify that 
the WALL and FLOOR groups are nested within. Any effects assigned to 
the ALL group will appear on all lights contained within the nested 
groups. Click DONE to close the GROUPS dialog box.
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Assign Lighting Effects
Purpose: To assign multiple, stacked effects to the mapped lights. In 
this exercise, you will assign effects to lights and groups, alter effect 
appearances by editing the effects properties, and setting effect 
priorities.

Task 1: Assign an effect to groups. Choose TASK>TIMELINE 
EDITOR. Click the COLOR WASH ICON, then drag and drop it into the 
ALL group TIMELINE. 
Task 2: Set Color Wash start time and duration. Set the START 
TIME to 0 and the DURATION to 10.
Task 3: Edit effect properties. Set the Color Wash PRIORITY to 
0, and the CYCLE TIME to 10.
Task 4: Assign effects to the lights. Click the STROBE ICON, then 
drag and drop it into the timeline next to the light BUBBLE 1.
Task 5: Set Strobe start time and duration. Set the START TIME 
to 0 and the DURATION to 10. 
Task 6: Edit the effect properties. Set the STROBE PRIORITY to 1, 
CYCLE TIME to 2. The ON TIME is 0.1 and the OFFSET is 0.
Task 7: Pick color. Select white as the ON COLOR, and 
TRANSPARENT as the off color.
Task 8: Copy the effect. Copy the effect to the remaining 
Bubble lights.
Task 9: Create a chasing effect. To achieve a chasing effect, 
incrementally offset each strobe effect separately. Set the 
OFFSET TIME property as follows: Bubble 1 = 0, Bubble 2 = 0.1, 
Bubble 3 = 0.2, Bubble 4 = 0.3, Bubble 5 = 0.4, Bubble 6 = 
0.5, Bubble 7 = 0.6, Bubble 8 = 0.7.
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Task 10: Preview the show.
Task 11: Save the show. Name the show Multi Group.
Task 12: Download the show.
Task 13: Edit triggers. At this point in the tutorial, you will 
have three shows downloaded to your controller. Each one is 
assigned to a default trigger in the order that it was 
downloaded. 

Click the TRIGGER button. The EDIT TRIGGER MAPPING dialog box appears. 
The AVAILABLE SHOWS column displays all files downloaded to the 
controller. The right column displays the trigger mapping.
Follow the instructions below to reset all triggers.

– Click CLEAR ALL to remove all trigger assignments.
– Select RANDOM COLOR show from the available shows column on 

the left. Click on TRIGGER 3 to highlight the SHOW NAME field next to 
the trigger number. Click the ARROW button in the middle. This 
moves the selected show to the selected trigger.

– Select MULTI EFFECTS show on the left, and TRIGGER 1 on the right. 
Click the arrow button.

– Select MULTI GROUPS and TRIGGER 2, then click the ARROW button
– Click OK to save trigger settings and close EDIT TRIGGER MAPPING.
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Lesson 4: Playing with Streak and Sweep
Now that you have learned the fundamentals of creating brilliant light 
shows with ColorPlay, you are ready to have a little fun with two of 
ColorPlay’s newest effect features. In this task-oriented exercise, you 
will use your acquired skills to create and modify streaks and sweeps 
and learn to create a bounce.

Map Lights
Purpose: Map the lights for your light show. In this exercise select 
the lights of your choice. For actual applications, map the lights that 
correspond to your actual light fixtures.

Task 1: Map lights. Drag and drop a light icon from the LIGHT 
PALETTE to the MAPPING screen.
Task 2: Duplicate lights. Select the light icon and click 
DUPLICATE. Duplicate 9 lights, starting at the default DMX 
address, and aligned to the right, for a total of 10 lights.
Task 3: Create a light group.Select all of the light icons, then 
click CREATE GROUPS. Enter a name for the group and click OK.

Assign Streak Effect
Purpose: To assign a streak effect to your light group, then discover 
the variations possible by editing the effects properties, adding 
groups, and applying effects.

Task 1: Assign an effect to groups. Choose TASK>TIMELINE 
EDITOR. Click the STREAK ICON, then drag and drop it into the 
TIMELINE next to the group you created. 
Task 2: Set Streak start time and duration. Set the START TIME 
to 0 and the DURATION to 2. 
Tip: The shorter the duration the faster the streak.
Task 3: Edit effect properties. Set the Streak PRIORITY to 0, and 
the WIDTH to 1.
Tip: Widths are measured in lights. A width of 1 is equal to one 
light, and a width of 3 is equal to three lights.
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Task 4: Pick Pulse Color and Base Color. Select a color for 
the pulse and background color.
Task 5: Test the Effect. From the MAPPING screen simulate the 
show. What you will see: A pulse of color moves from left to 
right along the length of lights which are illuminated in the 
base color.
Task 6: Creating a Bounce. Return to the TIMELINE EDITOR. Copy 
the Streak effect in the timeline and copy it to the same line. 
Make sure that the effects fit together to prevent a gap in the 
effect.
Task 7: Reverse the second Streak. Select the newly copied 
Streak effect and in the EFFECT PROPERTIES click REVERSE DIRECTION. 

Task 8: Test the Effect. Simulate the show from the mapping 
screen. What you will see: A pulse of light bouncing from one 
end of the lights to the other.
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Combine Effects
Purpose: To combine and modify the steak effect with other effects 
to create dazzling, bouncing light shows.

Task 1: Copy Group. From the TIMELINE EDITOR, click GROUP. 
Select the group you created and click DUPLICATE. 
Duplicating a group will let you assign multiple effects to the same 
lights simultaneously. 
Task 2: Add Color Wash. Drag and drop the Color Wash 
effect to the timeline next the new group. 
Task 3: Set Color Wash Parameters. Set the START TIME to 0 
and the DURATION to 6.
Task 4: Set Color Wash Properties. Set the CYCLE TIME to 6 and 
ensure that the PRIORITY is set to 0.
Tip: By making the cycle time equal the duration, the Color Wash 
will cycle through the full color spectrum once during the duration. 
This creates a slow color wash. 
Task 5:  Edit Streak Parameters. Reset the parameters of the 
existing Streak effects. Set the start time of the first Streak 
effect to 0 and the duration to 1. Set the start time of the 
second Streak effect to 1 and the duration to 1. 
Task 6: Edit Streak Properties. Set the PRIORITY of the Streak 
effects to 1 and pick transparent as the BASE COLOR.
Task 7: Copy Streak Effect. Copy and paste four additional 
Streak effects to the timeline.
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Note: Set every other Streak effect to Reverse Direction, and 
every Streak priority to 1. Refer to the table below to 
configure the effect properties and parameters for each Streak 
effect.

Task 8: Preview the Show.
Task 9: Save the Show.
Task 10: Start new show. FILE>NEW.
Now, lets play with Sweep.

Streak 
Order

Start 
Time

Duration Priority Reverse 
Direction

Base 
Color

first 0 1 1 no transparent

second 1 1 1 yes transparent

third 2 1 1 no transparent

fourth 3 1 1 yes transparent

fifty 4 1 1 no transparent

sixth 5 1 1 yes transparent
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Map Lights
Purpose: Map a new set of lights to use for the Sweep effect.

Task 1: Map lights. Map ten light icons from the LIGHT PALETTE 
to the MAPPING screen, or OPEN MAP ONLY of the previous show.
Task 2: Create a light group.Select all of the light icons, then 
click CREATE GROUPS. Enter a name for the group and click OK.
Tip: If you used open map only, then the group already exists and 
you can skip Task 2.

Assign Sweep Effect
Purpose: To create and modify the Sweep effect.

Task 1: Assign Sweep to a groups. Choose TASK>TIMELINE 
EDITOR. Click the SWEEP ICON, then drag and drop it into the 
TIMELINE next to a group. 
Tip: For this exercise you only need one group. To delete multiple 
groups click GROUP, select a group from the list and click REMOVE.
Task 2: Set Sweep Parameters. Set the START TIME to 0 and the 
DURATION to 2.5. 
Tip: The shorter the duration the faster the Sweep.
Task 3: Set Sweep Properties. Pick a SWEEP COLOR and a BASE 
COLOR.

Task 4: Preview the Effect. From the mapping screen 
simulate the light show. What you will see: A one way sweep.
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Task 5: Modify the Sweep to Create a Two Way Sweep. On 
the TIMELINE EDITOR screen, copy and paste the Sweep effect. 
Place the new effect in the timeline next to the first sweep 
effect.
Task 6: Reverse the Colors. Reverse the SWEEP COLOR and the 
BASE COLOR on the new Sweep effect.

Task 7: Preview the Effect: What you will see: A two way 
sweep.
Task 8: Save the Show.
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Task 9: Modify the Sweep to Create a Bouncing Sweep. 
Select one of the Sweep effects in the timeline and click REVERSE 
DIRECTION.

Task 10:Preview the Effect. What you will see: A bouncing 
sweep.
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GLOSSARY

address See channel.

brightness Also known as intensity or luminance. A measure of the 
rate of flow of light energy (luminous flux) per unit area 
leaving a surface in a particular direction.

bounce A single pulse of color that move back and forth across 
background color produced by combining multiple 
Streak effects.

channel Also known as “DMX channel”, which, for the purposes 
of this guide, is synonymous with “DMX address”. Any 
DMX light show, including shows designed with 
ColorPlay, sends data to the lights using up to 512 
separate channels. 
The DMX Channel Number assigned to a light in 
ColorPlay must match the DMX address on the light itself. 
Since each Color Kinetics light uses three channels, (one 
each for red, green, and blue,) the DMX Channel 
Number indicates the first of three consecutive DMX 
channels that the light receives.

color The impact of light source colors is determined by the 
combination of three factors: hue, saturation, and 
luminance. Hue indicates whether a color looks red, 
orange, yellow, green, blue, violet, etc. Saturation 
represents how pure a color is, and luminance 
(brightness) identifies how strong the color is.
ColorPlay includes a color picker to help you choose 
from over 16.7 million possible colors.

color sweep The Sweep effect is a progressive transition from one 
color to another in a sweeping motion. The sweep can be 
set to give the appearance of a back and forth color 
change or a one direction sweep across the light group.
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color wash A color wash effect produces a smooth transition in hue, 
progressing through the visible color spectrum: red, 
orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet. 

compression By default, ColorPlay compresses light shows when it 
downloads them to iPlayer. This means you can 
download longer, more complex shows. 
ColorPlay uses “lossless” compression, which means that 
there is no effect on the quality of the data. The amount of 
compression depends on the effects used, and so varies 
from show to show.

cross fade Cross fade effect is a smooth transition, back and forth, 
between two colors. The effect slowly increases the 
intensity of one color of light while simultaneously 
reducing the intensity of the other color. 

cycle direction The sequence, forward or reverse, in which colors move 
though the spectrum: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, 
violet.

cycle time Cycle Time is a property that sets the rate of speed 
Effects.
In Strobe, cycle time sets the speed for the strobe flashes.
In Color Wash and Chasing Rainbow, cycle time is 
defined as the amount of time which elapses between the 
initial display of the Starting Color in cycle one, and its 
next display which begins cycle two.

DMX, 
DMX512

DMX is a shortened form of digital multiplex. It describes 
a standard method of data transmission that makes 
possible the interconnection of lighting control equipment 
by different manufacturers. The DMX512 protocol was 
developed in 1986 by a committee of the USITT (United 
States Institute for Theater Technology) to provide a 
standard interface with which to control dimmers from 
lighting consoles. 
See also channel.

end color This effect property lets you define the ending color of the 
cross fade effect. For instance, if a cross fade goes from 
red to blue, the start color property would be set to red 
and the end color would be set to blue. 
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fixed color The fixed color effect allows the static display of any one 
of 16.7 million possible colors. Fixed color is generated 
by blending (or independently displaying) any of the 
primary colors (Red–256 shades of red, Green–256 
shades of green, and Blue–256 shades of blue). White 
light will be produced when all colors (Red, Green and 
Blue) are added together.

HSB Acronym for hue, saturation, and brightness. In the HSB 
color model, all colors are defined by their hue, (the 
wavelength which determines how similar it is to one or a 
combination of the perceived colors red, yellow, green or 
blue,) saturation, (the amount of white light mixed in,) 
and brightness, (the intensity of the color.) 
ColorPlay includes an HSB color picker.
See also: color

LED (Light Emitting Diode) The source of light used by Color 
Kinetics™ lights. An LED is a p-n junction, solid-state 
diode that emits light through the combination of 
specially prepared high purity semiconductor material 
and two additives. One additive produces negatively 
charged output (excess electrons) and the other produces 
positively charged material (a shortage of electrons, or 
holes, which act as positive charges). 

random color Each Random Color effect produces a randomly 
generated set of colors at user definable speeds. Colors 
step (in discrete increments) from one hue to the next in 
increments of at least 25% of the color spectrum so no 
two colors in a row will have similar values.

reverse wash (See also color wash.) A color wash effect that moves in 
reverse order through the spectrum of colors: violet, 
indigo, blue, green, yellow, orange, and red.

RGB Acronym for red, green, blue. In the RGB color model, all 
colors are produced by combining various levels of red, 
green, and blue. 
ColorPlay includes an RGB color picker.
See also: color
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saturation This refers to the purity of color, or the amount of white 
light which has been mixed into a color. More 
technically, it describes how much of a color is near the 
dominant wavelength. Primary colors are fully saturated, 
while pastels are less saturated.

starting color Allows the user to define the beginning color of an Effect. 
For instance, if a Cross Fade goes from red to blue, the 
Starting Color Variation would be set to red and the 
Ending Color would be set to blue. Each time the unit is 
repowered with this Effect, it will begin with red.

streak The Streak effect is a pulse of light that moves across a 
background color.

strobe The Strobe effect produces a series of light flashes. Very 
short, bright flashes can produce a “stop action” effect, 
where actions seem intermittent.

strobe rate Refers to the number of flashes per second, or how many 
times in one second the light is illuminated.
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APPENDIX A

DMX ADDRESS TABLE

The following table shows the light number, DMX channel number, and 
binary dip switch settings for Color Kinetics lights. Make sure the DMX 
channel numbers you assign to lights in ColorPlay’s Mapping screen match 
the DMX settings on the lights.

Binary
# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0
3 • •
6 • •
9 • •

12 • •
15 • • • •
18 • •
21 • • •
24 • •
27 • • • •
30 • • • •
33 • •
36 • •
39 • • • •
42 • • •
45 • • • •
48 • •
51 • • • •
54 • • • •
57 • • • •
60 • • • •
63 • • • • • •
66 • •
69 • • •
72 • •
75 • • • •
78 • • • •
81 • • •
84 • • •
87 • • • • •
90 • • • •
93 • • • • •

Light DMX
# Ch.#
1 1
2 4
3 7
4 10
5 13
6 16
7 19
8 22
9 25
10 28
11 31
12 34
13 37
14 40
15 43
16 46
17 49
18 52
19 55
20 58
21 61
22 64
23 67
24 70
25 73
26 76
27 79
28 82
29 85
30 88
31 91
32 94
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APPENDIX A
DMX Address Table continued
yBinar

# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Light DMX

# Ch.#

96 • •
99 • • • •

102 • • • •
105 • • • •
108 • • • •
111 • • • • • •
114 • • • •
117 • • • • •
120 • • • •
123 • • • • • •
126 • • • • • •
129 • •
132 • •
135 • • • •
138 • • •
141 • • • •
144 • •
147 • • • •
150 • • • •
153 • • • •
156 • • • •
159 • • • • • •
162 • • •
165 • • • •
168 • • •
171 • • • • •
174 • • • • •
177 • • • •
180 • • • •
183 • • • • • •
186 • • • • •
189 • • • • • •
192 • •
195 • • • •
198 • • • •
201 • • • •
204 • • • •
207 • • • • • •
210 • • • •
213 • • • • •
216 • • • •
219 • • • • • •
222 • • • • • •
225 • • • •
228 • • • •
231 • • • • • •
234 • • • • •
237 • • • • • •
240 • • • •
243 • • • • • •
246 • • • • • •
249 • • • • • •
252 • • • • • •
255 • • • • • • • •

33 97
34 100
35 103
36 106
37 109
38 112
39 115
40 118
41 121
42 124
43 127
44 130
45 133
46 136
47 139
48 142
49 145
50 148
51 151
52 154
53 157
54 160
55 163
56 166
57 169
58 172
59 175
60 178
61 181
62 184
63 187
64 190
65 193
66 196
67 199
68 202
69 205
70 208
71 211
72 214
73 217
74 220
75 223
76 226
77 229
78 232
79 235
80 238
81 241
82 244
83 247
84 250
85 253
86 256
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DMX ADDRESS TABLE
DMX Address Table continued
yBinar

# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Light DMX

# Ch.#

258 • •
261 • • •
264 • •
267 • • • •
270 • • • •
273 • • •
276 • • •
279 • • • • •
282 • • • •
285 • • • • •
288 • •
291 • • • •
294 • • • •
297 • • • •
300 • • • •
303 • • • • • •
306 • • • •
309 • • • • •
312 • • • •
315 • • • • • •
318 • • • • • •
321 • • •
324 • • •
327 • • • • •
330 • • • •
333 • • • • •
336 • • •
339 • • • • •
342 • • • • •
345 • • • • •
348 • • • • •
351 • • • • • • •
354 • • • •
357 • • • • •
360 • • • •
363 • • • • • •
366 • • • • • •
369 • • • • •
372 • • • • •
375 • • • • • • •
378 • • • • • •
381 • • • • • • •
384 • •
387 • • • •
390 • • • •
393 • • • •
396 • • • •
399 • • • • • •
402 • • • •
405 • • • • •
408 • • • •
411 • • • • • •
414 • • • • • •
417 • • • •
420 • • • •

87 259
88 262
89 265
90 268
91 271
92 274
93 277
94 280
95 283
96 286
97 289
98 292
99 295
100 298
101 301
102 304
103 307
104 310
105 313
106 316
107 319
108 322
109 325
110 328
111 331
112 334
113 337
114 340
115 343
116 346
117 349
118 352
119 355
120 358
121 361
122 364
123 367
124 370
125 373
126 376
127 379
128 382
129 385
130 388
131 391
132 394
133 397
134 400
135 403
136 406
137 409
138 412
139 415
140 418
141 421
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APPENDIX A
DMX Address Table continued
yBinar

# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Light DMX

# Ch.#

423 • • • • • •
426 • • • • •
429 • • • • • •
432 • • • •
435 • • • • • •
438 • • • • • •
441 • • • • • •
444 • • • • • •
447 • • • • • • • •
450 • • • •
453 • • • • •
456 • • • •
459 • • • • • •
462 • • • • • •
465 • • • • •
468 • • • • •
471 • • • • • • •
474 • • • • • •
477 • • • • • • •
480 • • • •
483 • • • • • •
486 • • • • • •
489 • • • • • •
492 • • • • • •
495 • • • • • • • •
498 • • • • • •
501 • • • • • • •
504 • • • • • •
507 • • • • • • • •

142 424
143 427
144 430
145 433
146 436
147 439
148 442
149 445
150 448
151 451
152 454
153 457
154 460
155 463
156 466
157 469
158 472
159 475
160 478
161 481
162 484
163 487
164 490
165 493
166 496
167 499
168 502
169 505
170 508
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A
address

See DMX
assigning effects 36

B
basics 15
brightness 47, 49

C
channel

See DMX
color 42

brightness 47, 49
saturation 47, 49
transparent 42

color wash 47
ColorPlay

basics 15
installation 7
introduction 5
start 73
starting 15

compression 68, 100
cross fade 44
custom rainbow 52

add colors 82
delete colors 82
hold time 83

D
DMX

address 28
channel 28
downloading to controller 67

DMX512 6

Download
downloading shows 67

download
basics 19
controller options 70
current show information 66
display screen 65
downloading shows 67
setting triggers 71
show controls 70

duplicating
effects 40
lights 29

E
effect properties 41

color 42
end color 44
fade time 45, 52
group offset 53
hold time 52
off color 50, 51
off time 51
offset 50
on color 51
on time 51
priority 41
reverse cycle 47, 48
reverse offset 49, 53
start color 44, 49
synchronize 46
transparent 42

effects
assigning to lights 36
bounce 92
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chasing rainbow 48
clipboard 39
color wash 47
cross fade 44
custom rainbow 52
duplicate 84
duplicating 40
duration 36
effect locator 60
fixed color 43
move 37
paste 39
properties, see effect properties
random color 45
sparkle 51
stacked 58
start time 36
stretch 37
strobe 50

end color 44

F
fade time 45, 52
fixed color 43

G
glossary 99
group offset 53
grouping lights 30
groups 56

adding 31
creating new 30
editing 31, 32
rename 32

H
hand tool 33
hold time 52
hot keys 22
HSB 42

I
installing

ColorPlay for Macintosh 9, 11
ColorPlay for Windows 8
iPlayer 2 drivers for Machintosh 13
iPlayer 2 drivers for Windows 12
system requirements 7

introduction 5

L
light numbers 28
light properties 27
light shows

downloading to controller 67
playing 68

lights
DMX addresses 28
duplicating 29
grouping 30
light numbers 28
properties 27

live simulation 63

M
mapping 25

add lights 26
basics 16
delete lights 26
display screen 25
duplicating lights 29
grouping lights 30
groups 30
light numbers 28
naming lights 27
printing the grid 33
tools 27

menus 20

O
off color 50, 51
off time 51
offset 50
on color 51
on time 51
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on-screen simulation 61, 62
open map only 81

P
playing light shows 68
preferences

editing 23
printing

the mapping grid 33
the timeline 60

priority 41
assign 84

properties, see effect properties

R
rainbow

chasing 48
custom 52

random color 45
reverse cycle 47, 48
reverse offset 49, 53
RGB 42

S
saturation 47, 49
save 33
simulation

live 63
on-screen 61, 62

snap grid 60
software

installation 7
system requirements 7

sparkle 51
start color 44, 49
start time 36
starting ColorPlay 15
strobe 50

duration 89
start time 89

synchronize 46, 77
system requirements 7

T
test mode 63
timeline

assigning effects 36
effect locator 60
groups 56
printing 60
snap grid 60

timeline editor 35
assigning effects 36
basics 18
display screen 35
displaying 35
groups 56
setting duration 36
setting start time 36

tooltips 22
transparent 42
trigger mapping 90
triggers

edit 90
tutoral

lesson 2
stacked effects 82

tutorial 73
basics 73
download 80
lesson 1

random color show 74
synchronize 77

lesson 2
add colors 82
assign priority 84
copy effect 83
delete colors 82
modify hold time 83
stacked effect show 81

lesson 3
create chasing strobe 89
edit triggers 90
multi effect 87
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multi group 87
rename lights 88
strobe 89

lesson 4
bouncing sweep 97
combine effects 93
create a bounce effect 92
one-way sweep 95
streak 91
sweep 91, 95
two-way sweep 96

open map only 81
preview show 79
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